DISCOVER YOUR
GARDEN SPACE
REVEAL THE POTENTIAL OF YOUR NEW GARDEN
THROUGH THESE SIMPLE YET VITAL QUESTIONS
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Hello & Welcome
Firstly we would like to say thank you for considering us in helping you find that connection between your
everyday life and Mother Nature
Before we dive into discovering what can become of your new garden space we would like to tell you about the
reasoning behind the gardens we build...
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We will all leave a footprint behind when we
depart from this world, but the responsibility we
have as a species is how big that footprint will be.
Through the actions of our everyday lives we can
make small changes that have significant ripple
affects on the rest of the world.
One of the biggest impacts, we believe, comes
from creating that garden space within your home
that intrinsically embraces nature.
A space like this creates a haven for plant and
wildlife species. It embraces diversity and restores
soil health. Whilst healing all that are living within
and amongst her.
A garden like this creates a door step connection
for you to be instantly grounded and retrurned to
nature.

This is why we build the style of gardens that are inspired
by Mother Nature and our Australian Landscapes.
As we advance forward as a technological species with
greater populations, it is more important than ever to see
your home, your garden in a new light.
Where can you make the changes needed for a more
harmonious world for all of us to live
among?
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Through creating a sanctuary within your own home you will discover a more intimate relationship with
nature and all of the miraculous wonders she can bring to your world.
Below you will discover a series of questions that will help you unlock the pathway to creating that very
garden space, helping you & your home return to nature.
Additionally the last page on this is open to allow you to run wild with any further ideas or questions you may
have for us.
Have fun and we look forward to venturing into this garden space together.
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"If we stop to listen and observe nature, we will realise we are and always
will be inherently connected to her"

What Is Your Vision For Your Garden Space?
A sanctuary should be filled with sensory experiences. How do you feel when you close your
eyes and think about this space? What smells come to you? What can you feel as you walk
around and touch the garden? Are there any emotions around this space? This is what we want
to discover and unfold with you...

What Form Of Sustainability Systems Would
You Like To Have In Your Garden?
It's important to think of ways of how we can be self sufficient in our every day lives and how
we can bring even the most common of practices back to a sustainable system in our home.
From watering your garden, powering your appliances or creating your own soil amendments
they all play a vital role in creating a more self sufficient way of living...

Who Will Be Enjoying Your Garden Sanctuary?
A garden space can be your little own oasis. A tranquil spot away from the world where you can immerse
yourself in natures beauty. This space can also be one where you share it with friends, family and four
legged loved ones. This space is yours so share it with the world or make it your own...

Does Anyone Have Any Allergies Or
Disabilities?
Our entire world should be inclusive of everyone and this is no different when it comes to your garden.
This is important to recognise once you've established who will be enjoying your new space. You want it
to be welcoming for all so considering access, materials to be used and most of all plants, is sometimes
the starting point of designing the most suitable garden...

Are There Any Existing Elements Of Your
Garden You Would Like To Keep?
Reusing exisitng elements in your new space is a great way to help reduce the cycle of waste in our
world. Have a look around your garden and just make a list of everything you like. Then take a second
look and have a think about those things that don't look so great now, but maybe they just need a new
background to look and feel at home...

Are There Any Elements You Do Not Wish To
See In Your New Garden Space?
Remember this is still your space, your sanctuary to be, so if there is nothing you want to keep and reuse
maybe it can go to a new home. Think about those in your world or find organisations that can help take
these items off your hands. Limiting our footprint as much as possible is key here...

How Would You Like To Incoporate Water
Into Your Garden?
Water is the essence of life and without it we are unable to sustain life. Within your new garden you will
have all manner of life forms, from plants to wildlife, insects and human beings. These are all creatures
we need to consider and make room for if we truly want to have a thriving diverse ecosystem
surrounding us. This element doesn't need to be grand or large, small spaces spotted around the garden
is sufficient enough to help sustain your new visitors...

Do You Have Your Heart Set On Any
Particular Elements For Your Garden?
Your new space needs to encompass your personality whilst working with nature, so this is where
colours, shapes, sizes, paricular materials & plants you'd like to see come into play. Tell us all about the
plants you can't live without, the colours you must have, that perfect place to sit and what sort creatures
big and small you would love to see in your garden...

Do You Require Specific Constructional
Needs Or Wants In Your Garden?
To achieve a garden that includes all of the elements you need or want sometimes requires a little extra
help. Consideration needs to be given to these elements especially where licensed trades are required
and by identifying those constructional needs early on the right people can be contacted to ensure
things run as smoothly as possible...

Are There Any Areas Of Your Property That
Need Fixing Or Repairing Before Starting?
It's always fun to imagine your new garden and the feelings around it, but everything must start on
stable foundations so if there is anything that needs addressing it's best to do so before you build your
new garden instead of trying to fit it in later...

How Much Would You Like To Spend On
Your New Sanctuary Retreat?
This is where we work with you to see how we can make your visioned garden or parts of come to life
whilst making it affordable to your budget. We are no different to you when it comes to what we would
love to spend and the reality of what we can. We understand everyone has obligations they need to fill &
bills they need to pay, so by working together and strategizing we can come up with a plan together...

If you are
unsure of a figure then
start with a range you
would like to build your
garden for. With an
indication of how much
you would like to spend we
will be able to direct you to
one or more of our service
that will best suit
you...

Do You Have A House & Land Plan Or
Measurements Of Your Area For Us?
It always helps us immensely, and makes the process faster, if you are able to provide this to
us in the beginning. This way we are able to give you a starting point of what you can expect
to pay for your new garden based on all of the information you have provided thus far...

If you are
unsure of what
measurements to give us
simply write down the
length x width of the space.
Be sure to inclue any
established structures that
are staying, with the
length x width of these
too...
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I know we have given you a lot to think about or maybe we haven't given you enough...?
This is where you get to elaborate on any part of your garden that you want to come alive!
Existing or what is to come we want to hear about it all...
So don't be shy and remember to have fun!
"The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge, but imagination"
Albert Einstein

Now You've
Completed Unraveling
Your New Garden
It's Time To Send It On
Back To Us At
atgardenspaces@gmail.com
We Look Forward To
Unearthing Your New Garden
Together

